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PROGRAM

Program order will be announced from the stage:

Combo II

Freddie’s Dead  Curtis Mayfield
Space Goat (part 2)  Dusty Carlson
Speakeasy  Lettuce
Foreign Correspondent  Russell Ferrante

Personnel: Jared Yakel, alto sax; Nick Hamel, guitar
Brian Heater, tenor sax; Nathan Alef, piano
Dusty Carlson, bass; Derick Thomas, drums

Combo III

Canoe of Beans  Ken Mastrogiovanni
Space Goat  Dusty Carlson
Opium Circus Nightmare  Christian Parkess
Fold
   i. The Game Changer
   ii. The One That Got Away
   iii. The Last Laugh

Personnel: Jessika Smith, alto sax
Christian Parkess, tenor sax; Steve Sharp, trumpet
Patrick Jones, piano; Dusty Carlson, bass
Ken Mastrogiovanni, drums

Recording of UO concerts and events without prior permission is prohibited.
Performances sponsored by the UO School of Music and Dance are sometimes video
recorded and photographed for a variety of uses, including both live simulcast and digital
archive on the UO website, or for publicity and publications. Images of audience members
may be included in these recordings and photos. By attending this event, audience members
imply approval for the use of their image by the UO and the School of Music and Dance.
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